Such then are the materials from which animal organisms derive their means of existence, and perpetuate the admirable machine constituting them. The processes by which they appropriate these materials are comprised under the general title of assimilative. Assimilation is therefore a compound action, or rather series of actions, divided by our author for the purposes of description into two classes; the first embracing all organic manifestations of activity tending to and terminating in the formation of blood, in other words, digestion and sanguification; the second, the formation of tissue and the redissolution of this with its subsequent removal from the system. In both of these species of operation water, that essential constituent (whether chemically combined or mechanically united with them) of all organized bodies, plays a very prominent part. In the first place, by the variation of the proportion in which it enters into the composition of bodies, these are altered materially in their character as regards their alimentary nature and power. Thus, when it is combined in small quantity with any body, this is usually of a firm or stable character; when in a high ratio, this is distinguished by the opposite properties. Now, as the mutual interchange of these conditions, of strength of principle into weakness, and vice versa, constitutes one of the most frequent and important species of chemical processes taking place in organized bodies, and is therefore the subject of constant allusion, it is well to devise terms to express it concisely and significantly ; this Dr. Prout has done by applying the word reduction to the change of a strong into a weak principle, completion to the converse process.
The process of change undergone by the food in the stomach is of the first kind; Dr. Prout considers that the semiliquefaction of the ingesta probably consists essentially in this combination with water, in other words, their reduction. Secondly, as the stomach forms identical chyle from food of various descriptions, it follows that it possesses the faculty * "Plants," it has been said, "seem interposed between the soil and animal life, as laboratories for combining the elements of inert matter into substances capable of being assimilated in the digestion of animals." [April, of 
